Mobi-Fence™

INSTALLATION DATA SHEET
Required material
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Mobi-Fence™ fabric:
Delivered in rolls 164’ x 39’’ (50 x 1 m) with included channels 4’’ (100 mm) diameter in
order to insert stakes of fixation.
Approximate weight of a roll : 44 lb (20 Kg)
Wooden stakes : round and smooth if possible:
For channels 4’’ (100 mm) diam, stakes 3.15’’ (80 mm) diam and 60’’ (1.50 m) high
For channels 6’’ (150 mm) diam, stakes 4.72’’ (120 mm) diam and 120’’ (2.00 m) high
Material for cutting:
Hot cut or soldering iron in order to avoid raveling
(please cut at about 4’’ (100 mm) from the channels)
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Setting material:
Digger to push in the stakes, sand spade
People:
It is better to be 2 people

Installation
Prepare the Mobi-Fence™ at the expected length (cauterize the fabric with a soldering
iron in order to avoid the raveling) (Picture 1).
Be careful : Check that the wooden stakes, when digging in, do not ravel the
fabric (sliver of wood). If raveled, melt the fabric with a soldering iron.
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Prepare the ground by digging a drainage channel of about 4’’ x 4’’ (100 x 100 mm).
Unroll the Mobi-Fence™.
Insert the 1st stake in the 1st channel (Picture 2).
Raise the set and dig in the 1st stake (Picture 3).
Insert the 2nd stake in the 2nd channel (Picture 4).
Stretch the fabric at the maximum.
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Dig in the 2nd stake.
After positioning the all length, add some sand at the bottom of the fabric, around 8’’ (20
cm), in order to avoid the wind rushing under the fabric and making a hole (Picture 5).
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